
Baseline Desired

% of critical roles that have a succession 
plan

Avg. # of successors per critical role

% of critical roles with a least one ready 
now successor

Avg. years until successor readiness

% of diverse talent on succession plan 
(use your org’s definition of diverse)

% of critical roles filled by succession plan 
when role is vacant

% of non-ready now successors with 
a development plan

% of successors deemed high retention 
risk

% turnover in successor pool

% success rate of successors after 
assuming the role (e.g., one year mark)

Succession Metrics Tracking Template
These are just a few of the possible metrics that can be used for succession. Choose metrics you want to track, insert the current state 
(baseline) and your desired target for those metrics. If you don’t have a baseline, just use the desired target. Label the remaining 
columns with a time interval of your choice (e.g,. Q12023, or by year, etc.) and track accordingly.
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Other Resources

CHROs on the Go

Learn More

Talent Edge Weekly

CHROs on the Go provides 
the easiest and most 
convenient way to stay 
informed about Chief Human 
Resources Officer hires, 
promotions, and resignations 
in organizations of all sizes 
and industries. 

Talent Edge Weekly is a free 
weekly newsletter that 
brings together the best 
talent and strategic human 
resources insights from a 
variety of sources. It is 
published every Sunday at 
6PM EST.

BrianHeger.com provides 
free access to +1,000 curated 
articles, research reports, 
podcasts, etc. that help 
practitioners drive better 
business results through  
strategic human resources 
and talent management. 

BrianHeger.com

Sign up Visit Site
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